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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The ideas generated fell into three
broad categories:

In 2015 IATA established its first Travel Manager
Advisory Group (TMAG), in Europe, to engage with
the business travel value chain in order to understand
how the New Distribution Capability (NDC) standard
would affect this community in terms of challenges,
opportunities and benefits. The value of this forum
was immediately recognized by IATA and the group of
travel managers and procurement professionals who
participated.

1/ Those that enhanced the traveler experience
or created a more joined-up trip

2/ Those that either reduced travel management
costs and/or increased airline revenues by
offering greater value

IATA extended the concept to North America the
following year. At this point the desire to create a
travel-buyer-led vision of the future of managed
business travel was born. In 2017 the European and
North American groups, facilitated by IATA and
consultancy Festive Road, started a process to create
the first part of that vision.

3/ Those that ensured more data to drive better
decision making

A full list of the ideas generated can be found at the
back of this document. But while the actual ideas
generated might be useful to an airline or business
travel service provider, this is the demonstration
that travel buyers see value in the development of
new products and services and in an elevated, more
strategic relationship, which matters most.

The goal was simple: Against a backdrop of industry
evolution and the implementation of IATA’s NDC
standard, create ideas for new airline products and
services for the business travel community and
visualize what the key components of a future airline/
travel manager relationship might look like.

They recognize that NDC can help to support the
development of new services and an enhanced
relationship and that this could provide more value
to their organizations and their travelers. They also
recognize that they can play a key role in shaping those
ideas.

To devise their ideas the groups adopted a
“Propathon” methodology and the outcome of that
process is contained within this document.

The travel buyers focused on five core
principles to frame their ideas in the
right way:

This is their story, the story of a group of travel buyers
who said “This is what we want, now let’s go make it
happen!”

1/ The travel buyers’ aim is to source end-to-end
2/ Travel buyers need to reinforce the importance of
a B2B2C relationship

3/ Any services created through the “Propathon” may
be charged for or negotiated as added value as
part of traveler or corporate recognition

4/ The ideas are all intentionally Corporate Traveler
and Corporation focused

5/ Payment for services may be by the corporate or

the traveler’s personal payment and access would
be subject to policy controls

© 2017 International Air Transport Association. All rights reserved.
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WHY THEY CARED?

The Travel Managers on the TMAG may hold different opinions in many
areas but they all agree that there are significant opportunities for
improvement in four key areas:

COS T

lost savings and lots of time spent on dealing with issues

CUS TOMER

traveler dissatisfaction with the user experience (UX)

CONTROL

lack of effective control on content and channels

C ARE

inability to provide appropriate duty of care for their travelers

© 2017 International Air Transport Association. All rights reserved.
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“We can either be observers or
participants in the shaping of our future.
This is the right time for travel buyers to
understand, engage and help to shape
the development of business aviation for
our industry.”

At the same time, 80% of those on the
TMAG indicated that the satisfaction of
their travelers had now become one of the
most important key performance indicators
(KPI) of their role as an effective travel
manager.

Shari Quackenbush,
Global Travel Strategic Sourcing
IBM (Chair, TMAG NORAM)

For this reason, the travel managers
concerned insisted that a 4th pillar be added
to the 3 original objectives of their role in
the TMAG:

1/ Act as a sounding board for IATA to present updates and new initiative insights

which may affect the corporate market. This will include NDC and related
initiatives.

2/ To maintain a dialogue with IATA through the TMAG on issues affecting corporate
travel programs (“managed travel pain-points”).

3/ To act as a communication channel between IATA and other bodies in which

TMAG members participate (e.g. associations, benchmark groups and
committees).

4/ To provide voluntary and non-binding ideas and suggestions, and create

a vision to assist the industry in adopting and benefitting from NDC-enabled
technologies and solutions.

Want to know more about IATA’s New Distribution Capability and how it will affect the business travel industry?
visit www.NDCBIZtravel.iata.org

© 2017 International Air Transport Association. All rights reserved.
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GETTING TO THE VISION - A propa-what?

So how did the buyers go about creating their vision?
In November 2016 the European TMAG was hosted by a large European
carrier. During that meeting, the airline provided a confidential insight into
examples of some new products and services into which they were looking
as a result of the additional capability
NDC would bring. At the same time,
IATA was just finalizing its last NDC
Hackathon of the year, a marathon
Propathon
event for developers who create code
/’ prəʊpəθ(ə)n/
to enhance the user experience.

noun
1. an event, typically lasting 24 hours, in
which a group of people meet to engage
in the collaborative design of new product
and service ideas.
2. a proposition marathon

These two events inspired the TMAG
to organize an idea generation setting
session of its own. The travel buyers all
committed to a 24-hour period where
they would help to create ideas for new
products and services from which they
and their travelers would derive value–
rather than wait to have products
and services thrust upon them by the
industry.

© 2017 International Air Transport Association. All rights reserved.

"A series of 24-hour propathons to build new
customer-focused services“
See also: Hackathon
Note: In the spirit of true creativity, the
“Propathon” concept was an invention of the IATA
Travel Manager Advisory Group. You won’t find its
definition in any on-line dictionary – remember,
you saw it here first…
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A joined-up process following the North America TMAG’s involvement kicked off through a phased out
approach:

BUSINESS TRAVELER & CORPORATION FOCUSED
PHASE 1: Ideation

PHASE 1: Validation

An eight-hour period where European Travel
Managers from the TMAG created ideas for new
airline products and services, in the context of
the five core principles, and then prioritized and
clustered them. A total of forty-eight ideas were
created, although only twenty-nine were prioritized.
The group also considered headwinds and tailwinds
that could influence the development of such
products and services.

At the end of the eight-hour period, three airlines were
sent the ideas by e-mail, their role being to review
them overnight, before independent and individual
review meetings first thing the next morning. The
three airline groups, Air France-KLM, Lufthansa
Group and British Airways, were asked to attend with
both sales and distribution representatives in order
to provide an insight into their NDC strategy and to
validate that the ideas “made sense”.

PHASE 2: Ideation II

PHASE 2: Validation II

After the validation, the NORAM TMAG set about
creating a vision of the necessary elements for an
enhanced, more strategic travel manager/airline
relationship of the future.

Once fully written up, the ideas were sent to the
North American TMAG in advance of a meeting
in New York. At the beginning of this second
phase of the Propathon, the North American
Travel Managers provided validation of the ideas
generated to date, insights into any geographical
influences and added to the list.

PHASE 3: Socialization
The full output of Phases 1 & 2 was collated into a
presentation and then subsequently delivered to
two important industry groups for their feedback:
• The GBTA and VDR Aviation Committees

• The IATA Business Travel Summit (bringing
together some 130 representatives from corporate
buyers, travel management companies (TMCs),
self-booking tools (SBT), airlines and IT providers)

This document:
This paper is intended to drive interest and debate into what types of products and services travel buyers
and their travelers would derive value from; initiate the dialogue between buyers, airlines and the value
chain in-between; and to demonstrate that for these travel buyers, there is a real interest in the potential for
NDC enabled content.

© 2017 International Air Transport Association. All rights reserved.
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PRODUCTS AND SERVICES IDEAS
IN A NEW WORLD OF AIRLINE DISTRIBUTION

The initial products and services developed and prioritized in Phase 1 fell
into three broad categories:

BETTER
TRAVELER
EXPERIENCE/
MORE
JOINED-UP TRIP

BETTER
COST/REVENUE
MANAGEMENT

BETTER
DECISION-MAKING
DATA

Many of the ideas fell across several of these categories. The full list of
product and service ideas can be found at the end of the paper but we
have selected an example of a product and service for each category to
demonstrate the quality and breadth of ideas born out of the Propathon.

© 2017 International Air Transport Association. All rights reserved.
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• A better traveler experience/more joined up trip
Product Reference Name
Travel Management Phase
Description

Value

EatOff
Booking/In-Flight
The ability to pre-select whether to eat or not if on a red-eye or other
flight. The choice not to eat is rewarded with additional frequent flyer
points and the airline can reduce F&B accordingly thereby saving cost and
weight ensuring a more sustainable and cost efficient flight.
Traveler and airline

• Better cost/revenue management
Product Reference Name
Travel Management Phase
Description

Value

BudgetR
Total Experience
During the procurement/contracting phase budgets are agreed for city
pairs. Within those budgets are options from a menu of ancillary services.
These budgets may vary by fare class or traveler type or destination, or in
the case of one recent example be consistent regardless of variables. At
the point of sales, the traveler is offered a menu of ancillary services which
fall within the budgeted fare, from which they can choose two or, say,
three according to their preference and the budget allocation.
Traveler choice, corporate value and airline

• Better decision-making data
Product Reference Name
Travel Management Phase
Description

Value

Fair-Insight
Booking
On the User Interface (Self-Booking Tool, mobile, Natural Language
Processing, Chatbot etc.) additional information is provided at the point
of sale to determine best choice.
Quality scores (UGC or otherwise) and On Time Performance metrics are
listed alongside price to allow broader decision making other than just
direct cost.
Traveler choice, corporate value and airline

© 2017 International Air Transport Association. All rights reserved.
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The validation and extension of products and services across the North
American TMAG in Phase 2 demonstrated regional variances which
provide even more opportunity for new products and services.
Again, in addition to the full listing, we provide the below examples:

• Better cost/revenue management
Product Reference Name
Travel Management Phase
Description

Value

UnusR
Contract management
The challenge of managing unused tickets/inventory across USA, Canada
and Australia featured in a number of the product ideas, showing clearly
that this is a more common issue in these regions. NDC could support the
management and subsequent display of unused tickets/inventory.
Corporate value

• Better decision-making data
Product Reference Name
Travel Management Phase
Description

Value

ATP Benchmarker
Sourcing, Booking & Contract Management
Show corporate Average Ticket Price (ATP) on a specific route when
searching for flights. This allows the traveler and corporation to benchmark
against relevant data rather than the present practice of benchmarking
against published fares.
Corporate value

Note:
During the ideation phase there were two rules at play:
• No idea was a bad idea
• Associated challenges were not considered at this stage

© 2017 International Air Transport Association. All rights reserved.
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Propathon Ideation Phase
Geneva, February 2017

© 2017 International Air Transport Association. All rights reserved.
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TAKING THE AIRLINE/TRAVEL MANAGER RELATIONSHIP
TO THE NEXT LEVEL

The second half of Phase 2 saw the TMAG NORAM work to build a vision
of an enhanced, more strategic travel buyer/airline relationship. Again, this
was created through ideation and prioritization until the primary drivers of
a future relationship were established by the group.

The top two strategic elements, prioritized by almost all participants, were:

MORE
VALUE CHAIN
COLLABORATION

REMOVE USELESS
COMPLEXITIES

The next set of strategic elements were
supported by the majority of the group:

These were combined with the groupings identified in
Phase 1 and the remainder of the strategic elements
identified by the Propathon participants. They were
then subsequently reviewed by the delegates of the IATA
Business Travel Summit where additional relationship
elements were added, whilst the broad model itself was
validated.

• Understanding the demographics of the corporate
travel program
• Dynamic pricing guarantees / transparency
for last seat availability
• Relationship attributes beyond finance:
_Airlines need to take an “inside the mind of the
buyer” approach
_Holistic negotiations (across transient & group)
_Consider the corporate relationship beyond travel
• Financial transformation

© 2017 International Air Transport Association. All rights reserved.
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We can therefore identify the core components for a more strategic relationship as follows:

1/
PEO PL E
E N G AG E M E N T

2/
T R A N S PA R EN T
R E L AT I O N SH I P

1/
•

3/
D I G I TA L LY
F O C US E D

Great People at The Right
Level

Communication Capability

A buyer with the understanding
of their travelers and business
and the ability and tools to sell in
products.
A supply chain which can support
the sales and service process.

•

Traveler Experience
Focused

In addition to other corporate
objectives, there needs to be a
focus on heightening the traveler’s
end to end experience.

airline costs or increase airline
revenues. A focus on total cost
including people & planet as well
as profit.

•

•

Enhanced Buyer Cost /
Supplier Revenue
Management

Supporting Changing
Business Needs

Transparent and honest insights
into changing business practices
and development. A true
understanding of long–term
business needs that go beyond
finance across channel, payment,
policy, risk and security etc.

•

2/

•

Developmental
Relationship

A willingness and structure to
develop together and be able to
implement and report out on beta
pilot testing.

Making sure the best people at
the needed levels are engaged
and knowledgeable on both sides.

•

3/

A Drive To Simplify

The right balance between
simplification and customization.
A re-consideration of every
process and service and a focus
on what adds real value. Ensure
pricing integrity through chosen
channels.

A priority focus to simultaneously
reduce travel management costs,

© 2017 International Air Transport Association. All rights reserved.
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•

Know Me, Be Where I am

A joint drive to deliver what the
traveler & corporation truly wants,
to where they will be when they
need it.

•

Decision Driving Data

A focus on the right data to drive
the decisions which need to be
taken and actionable insights into
total client airline spend across
transient/groups and ancillaries.

CONSUMPTION STRATEGY VS DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY

In a world where distribution strategies are evolving rapidly and all those
from the airline to the travel buyer and in-between are re-assessing their
role, it is clear that there is a place for renewed thinking.
The idea of a Consumption Strategy approach is that it mirrors the evolution of distribution.
As airlines consider how to demonstrate their product attributes through richer content and
personalization, the travel buyer should start from the base points where they consider:
• who they are buying for
• what they wish to buy
• how they wish to present it
• how they wish to pay for it

“The era for a more strategic relationship
with our key airline partners is upon us.
The right approach will undoubtedly
create value for our organisations and the
airlines themselves. It will also create an
environment for more innovation across
the passenger experience at a time when
our travellers are looking for it.”

This starting point allows for an open dialogue
with the airline and all of the value chain
components the buyer will need in order to
provide an effective service to their travelers
and corporation. This is the very basis for a
more strategic relationship.
The net result needs to be, of course, more
value for all. But it is important to remember
that in an increasingly traveler-centric world,
value may be shifting from more enterprisebased elements to user-based.

Mark Cuschieri,
Executive Director, UBS

Regardless, the key is that all travel managers
in the Propathon envisage a brighter future
in the airline/travel buyer relationships when
they consist of channel choice, personalization,
payment – as opposed to a world where volume
and price are single dimensional drivers.

© 2017 International Air Transport Association. All rights reserved.
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HEADWINDS AND TAILWINDS FOR SUCCESS

Of course, the Propathon travel buyers are not delusional. They aren’t under the impression that
they can suggest things and they will just happen. While during the ideation phase they were
barred from raising challenges to ideas as they were generated, time was set aside to consider the
headwinds and tailwinds for both the development of new products and services and the move to
a more strategic relationship.
Here’s what they had to say.

Headwinds

Tailwinds

(things which are outside of the travel buyer’s
control and which could hamper progress)

(things which are outside of the travel buyer’s
control and which could accelerate progress)

• The value chain’s inability to deliver

• New ‘disruptor’ airlines cause positive change

• The value chain players move at a different pace

• Airline consolidation & financial stability

• New ‘disruptor’ airlines cause challenges
to processes and policy (e.g. LCCs in Asia)

• New entrant technology pushing innovation
• Greater travel buyer engagement with
the value chain (e.g. TMCs, SBTs and others)

• Airlines’ willingness, ability and prioritization
of change

• Travelers demand more (corporate experience
vs. Amazon experience)

• Airline direct sales strategies
• The commercial model (i.e. money flows)
• The appetite for and complexity of change within
the industry
• Travel buyer lack of knowledge & understanding
of a complex industry

These headwinds and tailwinds are important to remember, especially when preparing a business case for new
products and services or to devote time to a more strategic relationship.

© 2017 International Air Transport Association. All rights reserved.
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SO, WHAT ARE THE NEXT STEPS?

The reason the TMAG added this fourth objective to create a vision of future
airline products and services was because it was understood that if travel
buyers are to provide greater value to their organizations and better service
to their travelers, things need to change, including the current commoditized
approach where the relationship focuses on volume and price alone.
It is fair to say that they wish for and expect more from the airline/travel buyer relationship.
The creation of this list of products and services is one of the elements of a new relationship.
IATA has already published papers on the
opportunity for corporate travel buyers, TMCs
and Self Booking Tools to explore the logical
next steps they need to take in order to harness
the opportunity that NDC and an API world
can present.
You should refer to these for step-by-step
insights on tactics and recommended
approaches in order to embark in this new
world enabled by NDC.
But why and how should corporate travel
managers and airlines consider moving to a
more strategic relationship?

© 2017 International Air Transport Association. All rights reserved.
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It’s All About the Return…
In the first instance, it’s really important to be able to
assess and then subsequently measure the return on
investment by operating at a more strategic level.

• With which airlines should I focus my time on building
a more strategic relationship (i.e. maximize time
invested to affect most travelers)?

As such, it’s important for the travel buyers to ask
themselves some important questions. These would
include:

• Should we adopt a tiered selling/buying strategy with
some content negotiated and other content based
on best available – this then focuses procurement/
sales time on areas where most value is achieved.
• Will this fundamentally affect how I source and
manage my airline contracts?

• How important are recognition and personalization
to my travelers?

• How will a more strategic relationship translate into
my day-to-day role? Such as increased transfer of data,
traveler feedback, more time spent on communication
with stakeholders (internal & external).

• Is there a tangible win for the business if we invest
time and energy on developing services and a
relationship which focuses on recognition and
personalization? (e.g. higher staff satisfaction,
supporting a company culture, greater sales
performance, etc.)

• Will there be business process impacts further down
the line on how content from these carriers and other
types of content?

• Is there any immediate value to demonstrate quick
wins, as well as more long-term value to both the
organization and travelers?
• Can I strike the right balance so that there is sufficient
win for both the airlines with which a more strategic
relationship is desired and the intermediaries we
need and want to be involved with?

How Do I get there?…
Naturally the first and most important step to reaching
a more strategic relationship is to open the dialogue
between the two parties with the objective of working
towards something of greater value for all.

environments have not been worth it. Even the lessons
learned from failures are inevitably great lessons you
can use elsewhere.

But it’s also important to take the time to understand
the new components developing, either within our
industry or in the wider business world, as these will
surely support the ability to move to a more strategic
buyer/supplier relationship. Things like the evolving role
of the TMC, sourcing content from multiple sources
and the emergence of new technical capabilities, like
Chatbots and AI.
Finally, adopt a “Test & Learn” approach. Isolate a part
of your program where you can start testing the impact
of a more strategic relationship. As a travel manager,
you do not need to jump in with all feet.

How Do I Work Towards a More
Strategic Relationship…?
• Open dialogue with your primary

airline partners (or if your spend isn’t
big enough ask your TMC to do it on
your behalf)

• Take the time to understand the new

In fact, for some travel managers, investing the time
and energy in a more strategic relationship may
not be of interest or value. But it’s hard to assess for
everyone so a test and learn approach helps to build
a business case and shows travelers and the business
that you are progressive. Rarely have we heard any test

© 2017 International Air Transport Association. All rights reserved.
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• Adopt a “Test & Learn” mentality
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CONCLUSION

The travel buyers and airlines who participated in the
Propathon exercise see the potential to not only solve
many of the issues across cost, control, customer and care
that they experience today, but to go way beyond.
Many of the ideas may never come to fruition, but if this
paper encourages you to think deeper about the art of the
possible in your airline/travel manager relationship then
we suggest that the Propathon will have been successful.
Of course participants want to see the development of
new products and services that will add value to their
businesses and provide the opportunity in the value chain
to add more value too. But they also see the opportunity
for an enhanced relationship – both between their travelers
and their programs and between their companies, their
airline suppliers and those value chain participants who
support the process.
If you like the ideas contained within this paper, start talking
to your airline partners about them. Ensure your TMC and
technology partners are involved at the right stages too.
If you don’t, perhaps you will still find attractive the
principle of an enhanced airline/travel buyer relationship
and the creation of more value-add products and then
maybe, you’ll start your own Propathon, create your own
list and have your own story to tell!

© 2017 International Air Transport Association. All rights reserved.
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APPENDIX 1 Topic

The 29 TMAG EMEA Ideas with Votes

Project Product
Reference

Description

1/

Airport

CIP-track

Corporate recognition resulting in fastrack at airport

2/

Disruptions

SmOothS

Subscription based enhanced disruption service to pre-empt needs and
fastrack support

3/

In-flight

Eat-Up

Upgrade inflight food. Sell business class food to economy pax

4/

In-flight

Eat-Off

Pre-select not to eat if red-eye or other (not to eat credit with miles) =
more sustainable and cost reducing

5/

In-flight

VideYou

Netflix offered inflight linked to personal accounts. “Start where you left
off”. Sold as ancillary/bundled in a fare

6/

On trip

AirportR&R

Maximising down time at airports to use pools, gyms etc to encourage
more connecting flights and bleisure microVacations

7/

In-flight

MoveUp

Inflight upgrades, priority given to corporates/option to sell inflight

8/

In-flight

FastOff

Priority de-boarding

9/

Airport

InSight

Border/Security data provision - traveler incentivized for providing deeper
data (Social media etc)

10/

In-flight

FastEat

Inflight catering priority

11/

In-flight

VideUSB

Entertainment preferences - airline provides USB with pre-purchased content
to plug & play

12/

On arrival

Connect

Onward travel information auto-provided, e.g. next Heathrow express
available and can book

13/

Total experience

BagIt

Bag management. Prebook baggage from office to destination

14/

Booking

Connected

Door to door solution. Airline to offer train ticket & flight & train ticket

15/

Payment

One-Click

Seamless payment ala Amazon one click

16/

Post booking/PreTrip

FlyLess

Airline contacts you to offer lower fare on alternative flight

17/

Total experience

Xchange

Service swap - e.g. could swap lounge access for a wine/meal or access to
arrival lounge

18/

Total experience

BudgetR

Create a budget within a fare to spend on a variety of dimensions e.g. meals,
lounge

19/

Booking

PlanePoint

Use miles and money to book a corporate fare. For instance economy
corporate with miles for upgrade

20/

Booking

FlyX

Purchase fare in a variety of currencies

21/
22/

Booking

FlexiPax

Buy a seat and then maintain flexibility as to who flies on it until the last minute

Contracting

Dimension-Deal

Negotiate corporate deals based on cost of distribution and cost of payment

23/

Airport

LoungeR

Dynamic pricing of lounge access

24/

Environment

ReduX

Carbon -more options to be a sustainable traveler

25/

Booking

Fair-Insight

Provide Quality, On Time Performance + Price all in one place to allow
broader decision making other than just price

26/

Booking

Fair-Insight2

Full transparency of the services of what’s included so you can compare/All
ancillaries at POS

27/

Post trip

DataX

Data that allows reporting of total contribution to airline (including
downgrades/upgrades/offloads)

28/

Post booking/PreTrip

CommX

Tailored pre-trip notifications for travelers – e.g. don’t offer upgrades if not
allowed, should not just be upselling

29/

Boarding

DataX2

Notify the corporate that a traveler no-shows

© 2017 International Air Transport Association. All rights reserved.
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APPENDIX 2 Topic

The TMAG NORAM Ideas in Order of Votes Attained

Project Product
Reference

Description

30/

Contract management

Tax-track

Manage tax implications of traveler movement

31/

Pre Trip

ATP Benchmarker

Show corporate ATP on a specific route when searching for flights

32/

Contract management

BlockR

Block unused tickets being used privately when corporate purchased tickets
(on airline websites)

33/

Contract management

Ancillary Manager

Pre-determined ancillary/services distribution based on corporate policy /
corporate shift initiatives that could be route specific

34/

Contract management

DistributR

Single point of loading / distribution for global corporate deal attributes
(POO/POS agnostic)

35/

Booking

PNR Glue

Automated PNR reconciliation when air / hotel booked separately

© 2017 International Air Transport Association. All rights reserved.
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APPENDIX 2 -

The Remaining TMAG EMEA & NORAM Ideas without Votes

Project Product
Reference

Topic

Description

36/

Post Trip

CaptuR

Expenseable ancillaries to automatically go to same charging mechanism as seat

37/

Post Trip

DBC-track

Notify corporate if traveler accepts denied boarding compensation

38/

Pre Trip

SpeedR

Advise TSA pre-check/global entry locations at airport

39/

Contract management

RestrictR

Controlling number of travelers on a plane from same company

40/

Pre Trip

MatchR

Voluntary FFP identification for status match / VIP traveler (global services, etc)

41/

Environment

Footprint

Show carbon footprint / sustainability on specific flights when searching

42/

Contract management

UnusR

Management and display of unused tickets/inventory in API environment
(USA/CAN/AUS)

43/

Contract management

VouchR

Subscription flight purchase (a la all you can eat buffet)

44/

Booking

Auto-BookR

Automatically add hotel booking once air booking is made with option to
decline hotel

45/

Booking

TraveleRate

Add corporate traveler rating info at booking stage

46/

Contract management

FeeCheck

Allow for third parties like Yapta to continue what they do

47/

Total experience

FFPChoice

Loyalty point variance by choice

48/

Contract management

VIPlist

FFP nominations come with a suggested list from airline

49/

Booking

Last seat availability subscription ala “netjets”

50/

Booking

Concierge service. Book events at destination, create leisure type
services to support business trips

51/

Booking

Social booking, see who else is on the flight

52/

Booking

Code-share transparency of product offer

53/

Booking

Flight & room together

54/

Payment

Price adjustment based on FOP

55/

Payment

BSP for individuals - lower cost FOP

56/

Post booking/Pre-Trip

57/

Airport

Book meeting space at an airport

58/

Airport

Duty-free to be delivered to home

59/

Airport

Retail/meal offers - directing via beacons

60/

In-flight

More services inflight e.g. manicures, hair services. Helping you arrive ready
to do business

61/

In-flight

Buy any services using your miles

62/

On trip

Incentivized upgrading, e.g. deal closed, CRM links to Airline to upgrade

63/

On trip

Equipment rental provided

64/

Total experience

Home/office door to gate trip planning, ala “waze” app. Once flight booked
you’re shown

65/

Total experience

Negotiate special services/recognition for corporates but when they
travel for leisure

66/

Total experience

Hidden VIP treatment. Negotiate a bundle and appoint them to
specific trips not specific individuals

67/

Total experience

Personalized bag tag, like a passport for your luggage (linked to an
app that tells you where it is) potential to link to corporate status
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